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We present an improved version of the MSL method of Sugaya and Kanatani for multibody motion
segmentation. We replace their initial segmentation based on heuristic clustering by an analytical
computation based on GPCA, ¯tting two 2-D a±ne spaces in 3-D by the Taubin method. This
initial segmentation alone can segment most of the motions in natural scenes fairly correctly, and
the result is successively optimized by the EM algorithm in 3-D, 5-D, and 7-D. Using simulated
and real videos, we demonstrate that our method outperforms the previous MSL and other existing
methods. We also illustrate its mechanism by our visualization technique.
1. INTRODUCTION
Separating independently moving objects in a
video stream has attracted attention of many re-
searchers in the last decade, and today we are wit-
nessing a new surge of interest in this problem. The
most classical work is by Costeira and Kanade [1],
who showed that, under a±ne camera modeling, tra-
jectories of image points in the same motion belong
to a common subspace of a high-dimensional space.
They segmented trajectories into di®erent subspaces
by zero-nonzero thresholding of the elements of the
\interaction matrix" computed in relation to the \fac-
torization method" for a±ne structure from motion
[14, 20]. Since then, various modi¯cations and exten-
sions have been proposed. Gear [3] used the reduced
row echelon form and graph matching. Ichimura [5]
used the Otsu discrimination criterion. He also used
the QR decomposition [6]. Inoue and Urahama in-
troduced fuzzy clustering. Kanatani [9, 10, 11] com-
bined the geometric AIC [8] and robust clustering.
Wu et al. [24] introduced orthogonal subspace de-
composition. Sugaya and Kanatani [18] proposed a
multistage learning strategy using multiple models.
Vidal et al. [22, 23] applied their GPCA, which ¯ts a
high-degree polynomial to multiple subspaces. Fan et
al. [2] and Yan and Pollefeys [25] introduced new vot-
ing schemes for classifying points into di®erent sub-
spaces in high dimensions. Schindler et al. [16] and
Rao et al. [15] incorporated model selection based on
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the MDL principle.
At present, it is di±cult to say which is the best
among all these methods. Their performance has
been tested, using real videos, but the result depends
on the test videos and the type of the motion that is
taking place (planar, translational, rotational, etc.).
If such distinctions are disregarded and simply the
gross correct classi¯cation ratio is measured using a
particular database, typically the Hopkins155 [21], all
the methods exhibit more or less similar performance.
A common view behind existing methods seems to
be that the problem is intricate because the segmenta-
tion takes place in a high-dimensional space, which is
di±cult to visualize. This way of thinking has lead to
introducing sophisticated mathematics one after an-
other and simply testing the performance using the
Hopkins155 database. In this paper, we show that
the problem is not di±cult at all and that the basis
of segmentation lies in low dimensions. Indeed, we
can visualize what is going on even in 3-D. This re-
veals that what is crucial is the type of motion and
that di®erent motions can be easily segmented if the
motion type is known.
Sugaya and Kanatani [18] assumed multiple candi-
date motion types and presented a multistage learn-
ing strategy, hereafter called MSL, without identify-
ing the motion type. They exploited the hierarchy
of motions (e.g., translations are included in a±ne
motions) and applied the EM algorithm by progres-
sively assuming motion models from particular to
general: Once one motion type agrees with the true
one, the segmentation is unchanged in the subse-
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quent stages because general motions include partic-
ular ones. Tron and Vidal [21] did extensive compar-
ative experiments and reported that MSL is highly
e®ective. In this paper, we present an improved ver-
sion of MSL.
Since MSL uses the EM algorithm, we need to pro-
vide an appropriate initial segmentation, which is the
key to the performance of the subsequent stages, in
which the segmentation in the preceding stage is in-
put and the output is sent to the next stage. For com-
puting the initial segmentation, MSL used a rather
heuristic clustering that combines the interaction ma-
trix of Costeira and Kanade [1] and model selection
using the geometric AIC [8]. In this paper, we re-
place this by the GPCA of Vidal et al. [22, 23]: we ¯t
a degenerate quadric in 3-D by the Taubin method
[19]. Then, we successively apply the EM algorithm
and demonstrate, using the Hopkins155 database,
that our method outperforms MSL and other exist-
ing methods. We also show, using our visualization
technique, why and how good segmentation result.
2. AFFINE CAMERAS
Suppose N feature points fp®g are tracked over
M image frames. Let (x·®; y·®), · = 1, ..., M , be
the image coordinates of the ®th point p® in the ·th
frame. We call the 2M -D vector
p® = (x1®; y1®; x2®; y2®; ¢ ¢ ¢ xM®; yM®)>; (1)
the trajectory of p®. Thus, an image motion of each
point is identi¯ed with a point in 2M -D. We de¯ne
a camera-based XY Z coordinate system such that
the Z-axis coincides with the camera optical axis and
regard the scene as moving relative to a stationary
camera. We also de¯ne a coordinate system ¯xed
to each of the moving objects. Let (a®; b®; c®) be the
coordinates of point p® with respect to the coordinate
system of the object it belongs to. Let t· be the origin
of that coordinate system and fi·; j·;k·g the basis
vectors in the ·th frame. Then, the 3-D position r·®
of the point p® in the ·th frame with respect to the
camera coordinate system is
r·® = t· + a®i· + b®j· + c®k·: (2)
The a±ne camera, which generalizes orthographic,
weak perspective, and paraperspective projections
[14], models the camera imaging byµ
x·®
y·®
¶
= A·r·® + b·; (3)
where the 2£ 2 matrix A· and the 2-D vector b· are
determined by the intrinsic and extrinsic camera pa-
rameters of the ·th frame. By substitution of Eq. (2),
Eq. (3) is written in the formµ
x·®
y·®
¶
= ~m0· + a® ~m1· + b® ~m2· + c® ~m3·; (4)
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Figure 1: (a) If the motions are planar, object and back-
ground trajectories belong to di®erent 2-D a±ne spaces.
(b) If the motions are translational, object and back-
ground trajectories belong to 2-D a±ne spaces that are
parallel to each other.
where ~m0·, ~m1·, ~m2·, and ~m3· are 2-D vectors de-
termined by the intrinsic and extrinsic camera pa-
rameters of the ·th frame. The trajectory in Eq. (1)
is expressed as the vertical concatenation of Eq. (4)
for · = 1, ..., M , in the form
p® =m0 + a®m1 + b®m2 + c®m3; (5)
where mi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, are the 2M -D vectors con-
sisting of ~mi· for · = 1, ..., M .
3. CONSTRAINT ON TRAJECTORIES
Equation (5) states that the trajectories of points
that belong to the same object are in a common \4-D
subspace" spanned by fm0, m1, m2, m3g. Hence,
segmenting trajectories into di®erent motions can be
done by classifying them into di®erent 4-D subspaces
in 2M -D. However, the coe±cient of m0 in Eq. (5)
is identically 1, which means that the trajectories
of points that belong to the same object are in a
common \3-D a±ne space" passing through m0 and
spanned by fm1, m2, m3g. Thus, segmentation can
also be done by classifying trajectories into di®erent
3-D a±ne spaces in 2M -D.
In real situations, however, objects and a back-
ground often translate with rotations only around an
axis vertical to the image plane. We say such a mo-
tion is planar ; translations in the depth direction can
take place, but they are invisible under the a±ne cam-
era modeling, so we can regard translations as con-
strained to be in the XY plane. It follows that if
we take the basis vector k· in Eq. (2) to be in the
Z direction, it is invisible to the camera, and hence
m3 = 0 in Eq. (5). Thus, the trajectories of points
undergoing the same motion are in a common \2-D
a±ne space" passing through m0 and spanned by
fm1, m2g (Fig. 1(a))．
If, moreover, objects and a background merely
translate without rotation, we can ¯x the basis vec-
tors i· and j· in theX and Y directions, respectively.
This means that the vectors m1 and m2 in Eq. (5)
are common to all the objects and the background.
Thus, the 2-D a±ne spaces are parallel to each other
(Fig. 1(b)).
It is well known that the interaction-matrix-based
method of Costeira and Kanade [1] fails if the mo-
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tion is planar. If there exist two 2-D a±ne spaces
parallel to each other, they are both contained in
some 3-D a±ne space, and hence in some 4-D sub-
space. This means classi¯cation of di®erent motions
into 3-D a±ne spaces or into 4-D subspaces is impos-
sible. Yet, this type of degeneracy is very frequent in
real situations. In fact, almost all \natural" scenes
in the Hopkins155 database undergo such degener-
acy to some extent1. This may be the main reason
that many researchers have regarded multibody mo-
tion segmentation as di±cult and tried various so-
phisticated mathematics one after another.
The MSL of Sugaya and Kanatani [18] resolved this
by starting from the translational motion assumption
and progressively applying more general assumptions
so that any degeneracy is not untested. In this paper,
we improve their method by introducing new analyt-
ical initial segmentation and going on to successive
upgrading in slightly di®erent dimensions.
4. DIMENSION COMPRESSION
In the following, we concentrate on two motions:
an object is moving relative to a background, which is
also moving. If the two motions are both general, the
observed trajectories belong to two 3-D a±ne spaces
in 2M -D. There exists a 7-D a±ne space that con-
tains both. Hence, segmentation of trajectories can
be done in a 7-D a±ne space: noise components in
the outward directions do not a®ect the segmenta-
tion. If we translate the 7-D a±ne space so that it
passes through the origin, take seven basis vectors
in it, and express all the trajectories in their linear
combinations, each trajectory can be identi¯ed with
a point in 7-D. Similarly, if the observed trajectories
are in two 2-D a±ne spaces in 2M -D, there exists
a 5-D a±ne space that contains both. Then, each
trajectory can be identi¯ed with a point in 5-D. If,
moreover, the two 2-D a±ne spaces in 2M -D are par-
allel to each other, there exists a 3-D a±ne space that
contains both, and each trajectory can be identi¯ed
with a point in 3-D.
A trajectory in 2M -D can be identi¯ed with a
point in d-D by the following PCA:
1. Compute the centroid pC of all the trajectories
fp®g and the deviations ~p® from it:
pC =
1
N
NX
®=1
p®; ~p® = p® ¡ pC : (6)
2. Compute the SVD of the following 2M £N ma-
trix in the form³
~p1 ; ::: ; ~pN
´
= Udiag(¾1 ; ::: ; ¾r)V >; (7)
1The exceptions are the arti¯cial \box" scenes, in which
boxes autonomously undergo unnatural 3-D translations and
rotations.
where r = min(2M;N), and U and V are 2M£r
and N £ r matrices, respectively, having r or-
thonormal columns.
3. Let ui be the ith column of U , and compute the
following d-D vectors r®, ® = 1, ..., N :
r® =
³
(~p®;u1) ; ::: ; (~p®;ud)
´>
: (8)
5. INITIAL SEGMENTATION
Now, we describe our analytical initial segmenta-
tion that replaces the heuristic clustering of MSL. We
identify trajectories with points in 3-D by the above
procedure and ¯t two planes (= 2-D a±ne spaces).
If the object and the background are both in transla-
tional motions, all the 3-D points belong to two paral-
lel planes. This may not hold if the data are noisy or
rotational components exist, but if the noise is small
and the motions are nearly translational, which is the
case in most natural scenes, we can expect that two
planes can ¯t to all the points fairly well.
A plane Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 in 3-D can be
written as (n;x) = 0, where we put
n = (A; B; C; D)>; x = (x; y; z; 1)>: (9)
Hereafter, we denote the inner product of vectors a
and b by (a; b). Two planes (n1;x) = 0 and (n2;x)
= 0 can be combined into one in the form
(n1;x)(n2;x) = (x;n1n>2 x) = (x;Qx) = 0; (10)
where we de¯ne the following symmetric matrix Q:
Q =
n1n
>
2 + n2n
>
1
2
: (11)
Note that it is a symmetric matrix that de¯nes a
quadratic form. Equation (11) implies that Q has
rank 2 with two multiple zero eigenvalues and that the
remaining eigenvalues have di®erent signs. Let these
eigenvalues be ¸1, 0, 0, ¡¸2 in descending order, and
u1, u2, u3, u4 the corresponding unit eigenvectors.
Then, Q has the following spectral decomposition:
Q=¸1u1u>1 ¡ ¸2u4u>4
=
³r¸1
2
u1+
r
¸2
2
u4´
³r¸1
2
u1¡
r
¸2
2
u4´
>
+
³r¸1
2
u1¡
r
¸2
2
u4´
³r¸1
2
u1+
r
¸2
2
u4´
>
: (12)
Comparing this with Eq. (11) and noting that vectors
n1 and n2 (hence the matrix Q) have scale indeter-
minacy, we can determine n1 and n2 up to scale as
follows:
n1=
p
¸1u1+
p
¸2u4; n2=
p
¸1u1¡
p
¸2u4: (13)
Let x1, ..., xN be the 3-D points that represent tra-
jectories. In the presence of noise or rotational com-
ponents, they may not exactly satisfy Eq. (10), so we
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¯t a quadratic surface (x;Qx) = 0 to them in such a
way that
(x®;Qx®) ¼ 0; ® = 1; :::; N: (14)
Once such a Q is obtained (the computation is de-
scribed in the next section), we can determine the
vectors n1 and n2 that specify the two planes by
Eqs. (13). The distance d of a point (x; y; z) to a
plane Ax+By + Cz +D is
d =
jAx+By + Cz +Djp
A2 +B2 + C2
: (15)
For each point x®, we compute the distances to the
two planes and classify it to the nearer one. The
resulting segmentation is fed to the subsequent learn-
ing.
The above computation is a special application of
the GPCA of Vidal et al. [22, 23], which expresses
multiple subspaces as one high-dimensional polyno-
mial and classi¯es points into di®erent subspaces by
¯tting the high-dimensional polynomial to all the
points. Here, we classify points into two a±ne spaces
using the same principle.
6. HYPERSURFACE FITTING
The matrix Q that satis¯es Eq. (14) is computed
as follows. In terms of the homogeneous coordinate
vector x de¯ned in Eqs. (9), the equation (x;Qx) =
0 for a symmetric matrix Q de¯nes a quadric sur-
face, describing an ellipsoid, a hyperboloid, an ellip-
tic/hyperbolic paraboloid, or their degeneracy includ-
ing a pair of planes. We ¯t a surface (x;Qx) = 0 to
the points x® in 3-D in the same way as we ¯t a conic
(an ellipse, a hyperbola, a parabola, or their degen-
eracy) to points in 2-D [13]. If we de¯ne 9-D vectors
z® and u by
z®=(x2®; y
2
®; z
2
®; 2y®z®; 2z®x®; 2x®y®; 2x®; 2y®; 2z®)
>;
v=(Q11; Q22; Q33; Q23; Q31; Q12; Q41; Q42; Q43)>; (16)
Eq. (14) is rewritten as
(z®;v) +Q44 ¼ 0; ® = 1; :::; N: (17)
A well known method for computing such v and Q44
is the Taubin method [19], which is known to be
highly accurate as compared with naive least squares
[12, 13]. Theoretically, maximum likelihood (ML)
achieves higher accuracy [12, 13], but the surface
(x;Qx) = 0 that degenerates into two planes has
singularities along their intersection. We have ob-
served that iterations for ML fail to converge when
some data points are near the singularities; the corre-
sponding denominators diverge and become1 if they
coincide with singularities2.
2ML minimizes the sum of the distances, measured in the
direction of the surface normals, to the surface, but no surface
normals can be de¯ned at singularities.
The Taubin method in this case goes as follows.
Assume that x®, y®, and z® are perturbed by Gaus-
sian noise ¢x®, ¢y®, and ¢z®, respectively, of mean
0 and standard deviation ¾. Let ¢z® be the pertur-
bation of z® in Eqs. (16). By ¯rst order expansion,
we have
¢z®=(2x®¢x®; 2y®¢y®; 2z®¢z®; 2¢y®z® + 2y®¢z®;
:::; 2¢z®)>; (18)
from which we can evaluate the covariance matrix
V [z®] = E[¢z®¢z>® ] of z®. Noting the relations
E[¢x®] = E[¢y®] = E[¢z®] = 0, E[¢y®¢z®] =
E[¢z®¢x®] = E[¢x®¢y®] = 0, and E[¢x2®] =
E[¢y2®] = E[¢z
2
®] = ¾
2, we obtain V [z®] = ¾2V0[z®],
where
V0[z®]=
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
x2® 0 0 0 z®x® x®y® x® 0 0
¤ y2® 0 y®z® 0 x®y® 0 y® 0
¤ ¤ z2® y®z® z®x® 0 0 0 z®
¤ ¤ ¤ y2® + z2® x®y® z®x® 0 z® y®
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ z2® + x2® y®z® z® 0 x®
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ x2® + y2® y® x® 0
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ 1 0 0
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ 1 0
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ 1
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
(19)
Here, ¤ means copying the element in the symmetric
position. The Taubin method minimizes
JT =
PN
®=1
³
(z®;v) +Q44
´2
PN
®=1(v; V0[z®]v)
: (20)
If the denominator is omitted, this becomes the naive
least squares, but the existence of the denominator is
crucial for improving the accuracy as we show later.
The solution fv, Q44g that minimizes Eq. (20) is ob-
tained as follows [13]:
1. Compute the centroid zC of fz®g and the devi-
ations ~z® from it:
zC =
1
N
NX
®=1
z®; ~z® = z® ¡ zC : (21)
2. Compute the following 9£ 9 matrices:
MT =
NX
®=1
~z®~z>® ; NT =
NX
®=1
V0[z®]: (22)
3. Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem
MTv = ¸NTv; (23)
and compute the unit generalized eigenvector v
for the smallest generalized eigenvalue ¸.
4. Compute Q44 as follows:
Q44 = ¡(zC ;v): (24)
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7. MULTISTAGE LEARNING
After an initial segmentation is obtained, we ¯t
a±ne spaces by the EM algorithm in successively
higher dimensions:
1. Two parallel panes in 3-D.
2. Two 2-D a±ne spaces in 5-D.
3. Two 3-D a±ne spaces in 7-D.
If the object and the background are in transla-
tional motions, an optimal solution is obtained in the
¯rst stage, and it is still optimal in the second and
the third stages. If the object and the background
undergo planar motions with rotations, an optimal
solution is obtained in the second stage, and it is still
optimal in the third. If the object and the background
are in general 3-D motions, an optimal solution is
obtained in the third stage. Because a degenerate
motion is a special case of general motions, an op-
timal solution for a degenerate motion is unchanged
when optimized by assuming a more general motion,
and this is the basic principle of MSL of Sugaya and
Kanatani [18].
The EM algorithm for classifying n-D points r®,
® = 1, ..., N , into two d-D a±ne spaces (n ¸ 2d+1)
is as follows:
1. Using the initial classi¯cation, de¯ne the mem-
bership weight W (k)® of r® to class k (= 1, 2) as
follows
W (k)® =
½
1 if r® belongs to class k
0 otherwise : (25)
2. For each class k (= 1, 2), do the following com-
putation:
(a) Compute the prior w(k) of class k as follows.
w(k) =
1
N
NX
®=1
W (k)® : (26)
(b) If w(k) · d=N , stop (the number of points
is too small to span a d-D a±ne space).
(c) Compute the centroid r(k)C of class k:
r
(k)
C =
PN
®=1W
(k)
® r®PN
®=1W
(k)
®
: (27)
(d) Compute the moment M (k) of class k:
M (k)=
PN
®=1W
(k)
® (r®¡r(k)C )(r®¡r(k)C )>PN
®=1W
(k)
®
: (28)
Let ¸(k)1 ¸ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¸ ¸(k)n be the n eigenvalues of
M (k), and u(k)1 , ..., u
(k)
n the corresponding
unit eigenvectors.
(e) Compute the \inward" projection matrix
P (k) onto class k and the \outward" projec-
tion matrix P (k)? onto the space orthogonal
to it by
P (k) =
dX
i=1
u
(k)
i u
(k)>
i ; P
(k)
? = I ¡P (k): (29)
3. Estimate the square noise level ¾2 from the
square sum of the \outward" noise components
in the form
¾^2=min[
N
(n¡d)(N¡d¡1)tr(w
(1)P
(1)
? M
(1)P
(1)
?
+w(2)P (2)? M
(2)P
(2)
? ); ¾
2
min]; (30)
where tr denotes the trace, and ¾min is a small
number, say 0.1 pixels, to prevent ¾^2 from be-
coming exactly 0, which would cause compu-
tational failure in the subsequent computation,
The number (n¡d)(N¡d¡1) accounts for the
degree of freedom of the Â2-distribution of the
square sum of the \outward" noise components
[8].
4. Compute the covariance matrix V (k) of class k
(= 1, 2) as follows:
V (k) = P (k)M (k)P (k) + ¾^2P (k)? : (31)
The ¯rst term on the right-hand side is for the
data variations within the a±ne space; the sec-
ond accounts for the \outward" noise compo-
nents.
5. Do the following computation for each point r®,
® = 1, ..., N :
(a) Compute the conditional likelihood P (®jk),
k = 1, 2, of r® by
P (®jk) = e
¡(r®¡r(k)C ;V (k)¡1(r®¡r(k)C ))=2p
detV (k)
: (32)
(b) Update the membership weight W (k)® , k =
1, 2, of r® as follows:
W (k)® =
w(k)P (®jk)
w(1)P (®j1) + w(2)P (®j2) : (33)
6. Go back to Step 2 and iterate the computation
until fW (k)® g converges.
7. After convergence (or interruption), classify each
r® to the class k for which W
(k)
® , k = 1, 2, is
larger.
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If we let n = 5 and d = 2, the above procedure is
the second stage of the multistage learning, and if we
let n = 7 and d = 3, it is the third stage. The ¯rst
stage requires an additional constraint that the two
planes be parallel. For this, we let n = 3 and d = 2
and compute from the two matrices M (k), k = 1, 2,
their weighted average
M = w(1)M (1) + w(2)M (2): (34)
Let ¸1 ¸ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¸ ¸n be its n eigenvalues, and u1, ..., un
the corresponding unit eigenvectors. We let the pro-
jection matrices P (k) and P (k)? coincide in the form
P (1) = P (2) = P and P (1)? = P
(2)
? = P?, where
P =
dX
i=1
uiu
>
i ; P? = I ¡ P : (35)
The estimation of the square noise level ¾2 in Step 3
is replaced by
¾^2 = min[
N
(n¡d)(N¡d¡2)tr(P?MP?); ¾
2
min]: (36)
The rest is unchanged.
However, there is an inherent problem in EM-
based learning: If there is no noise, its distribution
cannot be stably estimated. This causes no problem
in real situations but may result in computational
failure when ideal data are used for a testing pur-
pose. This phenomenon was reported by Tron and
Vidal [21] for MSL. In the above procedure, this oc-
curs when points are exactly in a 2-D a±ne space
in 7-D, in which case the covariance matrix degen-
erates to have rank 2 and hence the likelihood can-
not be de¯ned: To de¯ne P (®jk), the matrix V (k)
in Eq. (31) must have rank n, and detV (k) in the
denominator of Eq. (32) must be positive. To cope
with this, our system checks if such a degeneracy ex-
ists by using the geometric AIC [8], and if so judged,
the 3-D a±ne space is replaced by a 2-D a±ne space
(see Appendix). Such a treatment does not a®ect the
performance when real data are used.
8. EXPERIMENTS
8.1 Simulation
The left column of Fig. 2 shows simulated 512 £
512-pixel images of 14 object points and 20 back-
ground points in (a) translational motion, (b) planar
motion, and (c) general 3-D motion. These are the
5th of 10 frames; the curves in them are trajectories
over the 10 frames. We added Gaussian noise of mean
0 and standard deviation ¾ to the x and y coordinates
of each point in each frame independently, and evalu-
ated the average misclassi¯cation ratio over 5000 in-
dependent trials for each ¾. The result is shown in
the right column. The plots 0»3 correspond to the
initial segmentation by the Taubin method, parallel
(a)
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Figure 2: Left column: 20 background points and 14 ob-
ject points. (a) Translational motion. (b) Planar motion.
(c) General 3-D motion. Right column: Average misclas-
si¯cation ratio over 5000 trials. The horizontal axis is
for the standard deviation ¾ of added noise. 0) Initial
segmentation by the Taubin method. 1) Parallel plane
¯tting in 3-D. 2) 2-D a±ne space ¯tting in 5-D. 3) 3-D
a±ne space ¯tting in 7-D. The dotted lines are for initial
segmentation by least squares.
plane ¯tting in 3-D, 2-D a±ne space ¯tting in 5-D,
and 3-D a±ne space ¯tting in 7-D, respectively. For
comparison, we plot in dotted lines the initial seg-
mentation we would obtain if naive least squares were
used.
We can observe that for the translational mo-
tion (a), the initial segmentation is already correct
enough; an almost complete segmentation is obtained
in the ¯rst stage. For the planar motion (b), we ob-
tain an almost correct segmentation in the second
stage, and for the general 3-D motion in the third.
We can also con¯rm that the Taubin method (plots
0) for initial segmentation is more accurate than the
naive least squares (dotted lines).
Figure 3 shows motion trajectories compressed to
3-D by Eq. (13) (d = 3) viewed from a particular
angle. For the translational motion (a), all the points
belong to two parallel planes, as predicted. For the
planar motion (b) and the general 3-D motion (c), the
points still belong to nearly parallel and nearly planar
surfaces. This fact explains the high performance of
our Taubin initial segmentation.
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24 frames
330 points
29 frames
225 points
30 frames
502 points
31 frames
159 points
30 frames
469 points
100 frames
73 points
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 4: Top: Feature points detected from 6 video streams of the Hopkins155 database. Bottom: Their their 3-D
representation.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: 3-D visualization of image motions in Fig. 2.
8.2 Real Video Experiments
The upper row of Fig. 4 shows six videos from
the Hopkins155 database3 [21]. The lower row shows
our 3-D visualization of the trajectories. Table 1
lists the correct classi¯cation ratios at each stage of
our method4 and some others: the MSL of Sugaya
and Kanatani5 [18]; the method of Vidal et al.6[22];
RANSAC5; the method of Yan and Pollefeys5 [25].
We can see that for all the videos, our method reach
high classi¯cation ratios in relatively early stages and
100% in the end, while other methods do not nec-
essarily achieve 100%. This is because we focus on
the motion type and take degeneracies into account,
while other methods do not pay so much attention to
them. As the bottom row of Fig. 4 shows, even when
the visible motions look complicated, it is common
for the trajectories to be in nearly parallel planes.
The high performance of our method is based on this
observation.
9. CONCLUSIONS
We presented an improved version of the MSL of
Sugaya and Kanatani [18]. First, we replaced their
initial segmentation based on heuristic clustering us-
ing the interaction matrix of Costeira and Kanade [1]
and the geometric AIC [8] by an analytical compu-
3http://www.vision.jhu.edu/data/hopkins155
4http://www.iim.ics.tut.ac.jp/~sugaya/public-e.html
5The code is at the cite in the footnote 4.
6We used the code placed at the cite in footnote 3.
tation based on the GPCA of Vidal et al. [22, 23],
¯tting two 2-D a±ne spaces in 3-D by the Taubin
method [19]. The resulting initial segmentation alone
can segment most of the motions we frequently en-
counter in natural scenes fairly correctly, and the re-
sult is successively optimized by the EM algorithm in
3-D, 5-D, and 7-D. Using simulated and real videos,
we demonstrated that our method behaves as pre-
dicted and illustrated the mechanism behind by our
visualization technique. This is a big contrast to all
existing methods, whose behavior is di±cult to pre-
dict unless tested using a particular database.
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Appendix. Degeneracy Avoidance
In the procedure shown in Sec. 7, let n = 7. We
modify the substep (e) of Step 2 as follows:
(e-1) Compute the \inward" projection matrices P (k)2
and P (k)3 onto class k and the \outward" pro-
jection matrices P (k)2? and P
(k)
3? onto the space
orthogonal to it by
P
(k)
2 =
2X
i=1
u
(k)
i u
(k)>
i ; P
(k)
2? = I ¡ P (k)2 ;
P
(k)
3 =
3X
i=1
u
(k)
i u
(k)>
i ; P
(k)
3? = I ¡ P (k)3 : (37)
(e-2) Compute the following J (k)2 and J
(k)
3 :
J
(k)
2 =tr[w
(k)P
(k)
2?M
(k)P
(k)
2? ];
J
(k)
3 =tr[w
(k)P
(k)
3?M
(k)P
(k)
3? ]: (38)
(e-3) Estimate the square noise level ¾(k)2 of class k
by
¾^(k)2 = max[
J
(k)
3
4(w(k) ¡ 4=N) ; ¾
2
min]: (39)
(e-4) Compute the following AIC(k)2 and AIC
(k)
3 :
AIC(k)2 =w
(k)J
(k)
2 + 2
³
2w(k) +
10
N
´
¾^(k)2;
AIC(k)3 =w
(k)J
(k)
3 + 2
³
3w(k) +
16
N
´
¾^(k)2: (40)
(e-5) Determine the dimension d(k) of class k as fol-
lows:
d(k) =
½
2 AICk2 · AICk3
3 otherwise
(41)
Then, replace Steps 3 and 4 by the following:
3. Estimate the square noise level ¾2 of the entire
space by
¾^2 = max[
J
(1)
3 + J
(2)
3
4(1¡ 4=N) ; ¾
2
min]: (42)
4. Compute the covariance matrix V (k) of class k
(= 1, 2) as follows:
V (k) = P (k)
d(k)
M
(k)
d(k)
P
(k)
d(k)
+ ¾^2P (k)
d(k)?: (43)
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